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Cyberinfrastnrcture (Atkins, et al., 2003; Seidel, Mufroz, Meacham, &Whitson,
20A9; Stewart, 2007). also commonly known as e-infrastructure in the United
ICngdom (Meyer & Dutton,2009 ; Nleyer, Schroeder, Bc Dutton, 2008) and cresearch infrastructure in Australia and Europe (Eccles et a1.,2009;Jankowski, 2009;
Schroeder, 20A7{, officially emerged and was reco6Jnized at the turn of the millennium. Since then, it has attracted serious attention irnd much investment frorn
the scientific and scholarly communities as an emerging method and platform for
research; and from political and policy institutions as a ne.w entif)'with tremendous
economic, societal, and globai implications. I)ue to its potential, rnultiple stakeholder sroups are grappling with the concept of cyberinfrastructure and engaging in the
building of this "next-g;eneration Internet" (Fbster, I(esselmirn, &Tuecke,2001, p.
217). As we look forward to the second decade of the 21st century. the time is rine

to explore three interrelated research questions:

-

What is ryberinfrastruc'ture?
What are they key political influences shaping its domestic

emergence and

development?

-

What

are the key challenges impacting its international irnplementatir:n?

By drawing from iiterature in the social sciences,law, and policy studies,

as

well

as
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computer and information sciences, this chapter attempts to provide sorle preliminary ariswers to these irnportant questions.
our purpose for this chapter is threefold. First, for scholars fi"om a variety of
disciplines and policymakers to study c,vberinfrastructure, it is criticai to har.,e a
coherent definidon. Therefore, we synthesize definitions from a range of disciplines
ar-rd propose an integrated and generative definitior-r of cyberinfrastructure
based on
four dimensions: characteristics, layers, processes, and outcc;rnes. As cyberinfi.astrucfure contiuues to expand in the future, we anticipate that these four dirnensiols r,r,ii1
generate new exampies lvhile remaining usefu1 as an integrated
framework.
Second, tor appropriate policies to be developed around cyberinfi-astructure,lve
sketch a political model of cyberinfrastructure development based on three key influences: market, policy, and law. By drawing upon the case of the llternet,
this model
describes the recr"rrsive relationships among these three domestic influences
and horv
they can impact the case of cyberinfrasrructure. we arso discuss the concepts

of digital divides and network tteutraliry as cautionary tnles fi'om the Internet tl-rat scholars and policyn:akers need to keep in mind while they work to ad'ance

cyberinfrastructure domesticalll'.
Third, as cvberinfrastrucfure builds on the Internet, its imlrlementation at the
international scale deserves careful examination. Cvberinfrrsir:trcnrre projecrs
at
national borders often encounter challenges that limit their effective irnplementation. We sketch a tipologv based orr key influences in three categories: international chailenges, national challenges, arrd conrmon project challerrles. wc
argue rhar
the iack of an international standard policy stnlcture is a fi:ndirmental

chalielse to
effectil'e impiementation. We then discuss how these influerrces shape
cvberiifr,rstnrcture impiementation at the international scale rvhile balancing benveen

poli-

cy harmonization and conformatiorl among Jarge and smal] countrles.
Collectively, we believe the integrated definition, the political rnodel of
domestic influences, and the typology ofinternational influences contribute ro an
understanding of the emergence, development, and implementation of

ryberinfrasrructure

in the eariy 21st century. Although the chapter is primarily based on cleveloprnenrs
in, and the jurisdictions of, the United States and Australia, some reference

is

made to positions and/or laws of the European Union and the Uniteci
Itinsdom to
ensure a more colnPrehensive discussion. We conclude the chapre r r.vitir
a biief discussion of implications and a rnodest proposal for fut.re reu"ar.h. Let

attention to the first research question:
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is cyberinfrastructurei
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still unclear. Scholars in comput-

er and infornation science, science and technology srudies, comrnunication, sociology, and managenent have written about cl,berinfrastructure based on a diverse
range of disciplinary perspectives and research agendas. Instead of picking the

most cited definition, we believe a synthesis of existing de{initions serves to brins
several important insights together. We propose an integrated and generative definition <lfcyberinfrastnrcture based on its characteristics, layers, processes, and outcomes. Table 1 provides a preview of the discussion to follow.

CnnnRcreRrsrcs
Table I : Elements of *re generative definition of cyberinfrasfudure
Dimensions

Descriptions

Element*

Ch*raeteristics

lnhcrent propenies of
c6erinfrastructurc

Drta-intensile
Computatinnlltl' p<nverfirl
Oistributecl, hicrarchical
Inrcrriper:rhle

$ttond*urdcr prnwth
[,aycrs

Irnportant cornponcnts for thc
creation of cvbcrinfr*sm:cnrrc

of

Flardwcrc
Sofrw*rc

Agcnts
lntcractions
Virhral envirorrment
Vimral organi'eation

Proccsscs

Kcy functional opcratieinr
r1'bcrinfrestrucrure

0$tcofie,i

Rcsults of cyhc rinfrilsf ructurs

Prociurtiviry

implcmentation

Inncrrrrtinn
Revolutinn

Cyberinfrastructure can be characterized as data-intensive, computationall,v powerful, distributed, hierarchical, interoperable, and with second-order growth (i.e.,
generation ofdata about data and metadata). The first characteristic ofdata-inrensiveness refers to cyberinfrastructure',s capacity to hold a large amount of data in various forms, including numbers, text, multimedia, acoustic, and nonverbal data
(Poole, 2009). The goal of combining data sets among groups of researchers was a
key driver of initial cyberinfrastrucftrre development. taditionally, scicnce wirs
limited by regional data, human resources, and the technological capacity of small
groups of independent researchers at various locations. With cvberinfrasructure,
researchers can combine multiple datasets into one that exceeds what a trrrditional
small group of researchers can collect aod analyze, Consequently, researchers can
undertake research at a scale otherwise not possible.
Cyberinfrastructure is computationaily powerful and has the capacity ro analyze intensive data (Friendlander, 2008) r'ia parallel and distributed computing

r
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processes.Traditionally, researchers executed computer analvses ofscienti{ic data in

local iaboratories, and research str.rdies were limited by the processing speed and
power of individual (or a small network of) commercial personal computers (PC)s)
or local supercomputers, if available at affrliated institutions. A supercomputer is a
large network of powerful modular servers and commercial PCs run on parallel and
distributed computin€! algorithms. Via this technique, a data-intensive job can be
divided into smal1 chunks and fed into individual servers and/or PCs (within a
supercomputer architecture) concurrently and recursiveiy. The results are agsregated at the end ofthe computational process, thus increasing processing speed and
capacity, Cyberinfrastrucrure is a network of supercomputers afloss the country, such
as TeraGrid, which connects 11 supercomputers across the United States. Due to
the combined computational power, ryberinfrastructure provides the fastest computational resources available, enabling science at a speed otherwise not possible.
As alluded to in the characteristic of computational power, cyberinfrastructure
is a distributed platform. Via c1&erinfrastructure, a group of researchers can submit a computationally and data-intensive job from a remote location, and have the
job processed at rnuitiple supercomputers, with the combined results returned back
to the initiating location. The group ofresearchers is only required to have access
to cyberinfrastructure through their locni institution. The distributed characteristic ofcyberinfrastructure takes research beyond local constraints to virtual computational resorlrces at impressive speed.
l)ue to its complexiry it is logical to describe cyberinfrastructLlre as hierar:chical. Clberinfrastructure involves a range oflarge and small components from a cable
modem that can be picked up by a child to a supercomputer the s\ze of a building
basement. However, it is important to note that since cyberin iastructure is a uetwork it cannot function properiy without its smallest component (Friendlander,
2008). Therefore, the smallest component also holds the entire infrastructure
together, although it may be hierarchical in a phvsical sense.
In order for cyberinfrastrucfure to operate and function as a coherent who1e,
the scientific data, computational resources, technological systems, and human
organizations must be interoperable. Interoperabiliry (ACLS , 2009; Baker, Ribes,
Millerand, & Bowker, 2005) refers to a property of cyberinfrastructure wherein a
range of diverse data, resources, systems, and organizations interoperate and r,vork
seamlessiy together. Without interoperability, the former four characteristics
reviewed have no value. Data sets, computer resources, computational jobs, and technological components lvill remain local, separate, and small-scale. Given the aforementioned characteristics, gterinfrastructure data and its subsequent analysis srow
over time, leading to second-order g:rowth. The aggregated scientific data and the
human activities recorded on ryberinfrastmcture are first-order data that can be anal,wed by researchers. Carefirl coding, qualitative observations, statistical an'a.lyses, and
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nerwork visualizations by these researchers yieid second-order data (poole, 2009)
or metadata added to the existing cyberinfrastnrctirre data repositories. This unique
characteristic facilitates ioneitudinal research in a wide range of disciplines zr.t a scale
and fashion never possible before. C1&erinfrastnlcture grows in its potendal for nerv
discoveries bv means of complex cross-referencing (poole, 2009) to explore laree*
scale global challenges.
In sum, cyberinfrastructure possesses the characteristics of data-intensiveless,
compurational power, distribution, hierarchl,, interoperabilitr,i and with secondorder growth. Its complex make-up requires a careful explication of its differelt lav-

Lnyens
The second din-rension of cyberinfrastrucrure is constituted by its four layers of hardware, software, agents, and interactions. The hardware layer can be fgrther divicled into the specialized./niche hardware and the generaVcommercial layers. Based
on
the discussion thus far, it is apparent that a key piece of the cyberinfrastrucure puzz1e is a nefwork of supercomputers. Supercomputers are mainllr used for
niche
research analyses as described earJier, and specialized commercial applications,
such
as airplarre design, automotive crash tests, and oil reservoir discovery,, too
big in scale

and expensive for frequent trials and errors.
The specialized/niche layer ofcyberinfiastructure also includes advanced instlrments (Stervart,2a07), digitally-enabled sensors, observarories and experirnenrai
facilities (NSli 2007)' anci large-scaie dlta storxge svsrerns/rel.sitories (Arkins et
a1.,2003). These are examples of a range of phi,sical hardware for specializ.ed purposes and niche usage. N{any of them, such as observatories, i,vere uniquely built vrith
specific utilizations in mind. In other rvclrds, these instrurn"nt.
that

"r.-h"rdware
cannot sirnply be bought "off:the-shelf "
Beyond its specialized/niche hardware, cyberinfrastrucrure is aiso made up 6f
a 1;eneravcommercial layer of distribr.rted personal computers (Atkins
er a1.,2003),
desktops (Friendlander,2008), and portals (Poole, 2009). In adclition to commercial PCs' cvberinfrastrucfure also includes phone devices (landline, mobile, a1d srnarr
phones), fax machines, printers, moderns, and other off-the-shelf electronic derrices
researchers concurrendy use for nonresearch purposes. These har-d,,vare components,
both specialized/niche and generaVcomrnercial, are tied together through a rxnge
of software applications.

The software layer mirrors the hardware layer in terms of its specializecl and
general applications. In order to process large-scale data and specialized an,alyses on
supercomputers, researchers need rrppropriate anaiytic tools (poole, 2009) ancl

r
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high-performance computing (HPC) applications. HPC applications are used by
highly trained researchers. Loosely generalized, HPC applications enable paraliei
and distributed processing oflarge-scale data on supercornputers to generate scientific results. However, these results need to be shared with collaboratir-rg
researchers and interested colleagues. This is where the next category of softr,r,are
applications comes in.
A range of information and communication technologies (iCTs) supported by
telecommunication systems, the Internet, and the Wcrrld Wide Web make up
another critical iayer of cyberinfrastructure. Specific examples include email applications, online meetings, personal and organizational web pages, digital libraries,
search engines such as Google (Hai,2004), and web 2.0 technologies such as blogs
(Poole,2009). These ICTs can be used by researchers for interpersonal, group, and
organizational communication between their scientific and nonscientific work concurrently.

We suggest that individual or collective human agents are key to an active cyberinfrastructure. Without users, someth.ing that is called "a cyberinfrastnrcture" is not
a real cyberinfrastructuie (Ribes & Finholt, 2009), as it is not active bllt static, The

notions of people (Stewart, 2007), groups and organizations (I-ee, Dourish, &
Mark,2006), and personnei and institutions (Atkins et a1.,2003) have consistently been mentioned in cyberinfrastructure literature, Fluman agents usually are
assumed to be independent actors in the context of cyberi.nfrastrucfure. That is, they
represent "nodes" in a network, as understood in traditional social network literaNext to human agents, nonhuman agents are also irnportant in clterinfi'astructure. Nonhuman agents refer to documents, concepts, key words, data sets, etc.
(Contractor, 2009). They are discrete entities and resources (!'riendlandea 2008) in
the context of cyberinfrastructure. However, thel are labeied as "ap;ents" because they
appear to do things, or have impacts on other "nodes" in the network. The notion
of nonhuman agents departs from traditional social network literature and draws
upon actor network theory (Latour,2005). However, human and nonhuman agents
as nodes have no

impact on each other or the overall ryberinfrastructure if they do

not interact.

Human and nonhuman agents interact and are tied together through multidimensional networks. The notion of networks concerns not onlv high-performance
grid networks (Stewart, 2007) and the Internet in the physical sense, but relationships and ties as commonly defined in soci'al network literature. Furthermore, the

notion of ne tworks is "multidimensional," because nodes in cyberinfrastructure are
both people and "nonhuman agents" (Contractor, 2009). Networks therefore represent complex physical connections and relational ties among human and nonhu-

mau

a€Jents

in cyberinfrastrucftlre.
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type of multidirnensional network (NSF, 2007). It is
composed of computer software that ties multiple software appLications together and
allows them to interact in a parallel, distributed, and interoperable environment. We
highlight middleware because it plays a significant role in creating key processes in
cyberinfrastructure, which will be discussed next. Cyberinfrastructure consists of
hardware, softu'are, agents, and interactions. When the four layers are in actions,
they create cyberinfrastructure processes.

Middleware is

a specific

Pnocrssrs
There are two key processes of cyberinfrastructure: the virnral environment and the
virtual organizatton.The first key cyberinlrastructure process is the technologically generated virtual environment (VE) (ACLS, 2009; Iioole, 2009; Schroeder &
Axelsson, 2006), which represents the continuously generated virtual space in
which researchers interact with data and each other. In the present developnrent,
virtual environment consists of visualizations (Stew;ut,2007), simulations (Leonardi,
2009), and models (Monteiro & Keating, 2009). Based on HPC applications on
large-scale data, researchers are able to use visualization techniques, interactive
simulations, and computer modeling to anall'2s and predict complex scientific phenomena with significant societal and global implications. One example is realtime simulation on combined data from nearby locations that effect the development
and expansion of a hurricane threatening a local comrnunity.
The second key c1'berinfrastftrcture process is the socially generated virrued organization (VO). A VO brings a group of distributed researchers togiether for a common purpose and allows them to interact with each other. A VO is dispersed,
diverse, and flexible while also remaining coordinated, coherent, and secured (Bird,
Jones, & Kee, 2009). For instance, the VO for the Large Fladron Collider prcr.iect
brings about 2,000 researchers together across multiple countries. Embedded with
the notion of a VO is interdisciplinary collaboration (Monteiro & Keatine, 2009)
and community-building (Poole,2009). So far, c1'berinfi'astrucrure can be defin.ed
by its unique characteristics, multiple layers, and key processes; however,
importantiy defrned by its intended outcomes.

it

is most

Ourconnrs
Cyberinfrastructure emerged to promote three specific outcomes. The first outcome
of cyberinfr:astrucfure is that it increases productivity (Stewart,2007). Productivitv
can be understood as the ability to do more in iess time. Due to its intensive data
and computational power, cyberinfrastructure can process larger data at faster speed
than traditional personal computers and local net\,vorked machines. If nothine else,

r
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cvberinfrastructure incre ases the productivity of researchers.
The second outcome of cyberinfrastructure is innovation (Atkins et al.,2003).
Innovation refers to the ability to produce novel outcomes. Due to its intensive data
and computational power, cyberinfrastructure enables research at a scale and speed
never before possible, facilitating the expioration of compiex phenomena nt the edge
of scientific frontiers. As a result, cyberinfrastructure enables and supports innovations in research.
The third outcome of cyberinfrastrucfure is that of revolution (Atkins et a1.,
2003; Stewart,2007). Revolution can be defined as the ability to cause a paradigm
shift. With increased productivity and a stream of inno'i'ations, cyberinfrasrnrcture
stimulates a revolution in science, causing researchers to think of science differently, explore big questions, and work in new ways. Cyberinfrastructure also
llenerates
a new set of scientific practices (Monteiro & KeatinE;, 2009). Once transitioned,
researchers cannot return to their previous paradigm ofdoing science, thus effecting a intellectuai and practical revolution.

lrurrcRRIED AND GeruennlvE DEFINtrloN oF
CvsERrNpRAsrRUcruRE

1"

Taken together, cyberinfrastructure is data-intensive, computationallv porverlul,
large-scale, distributed, hierarchical, interoperable, and with second-order growth
over time.

It consists of specialized and general hardware, high-performance com-

puting applications and information and comrnunication technologies, hr.rman and
nonhuman agents, all interacting and connecting tfuough multidimensional networks. This platform facilitates technologically generated virtual environments and
socially generated virtual organizations that orient people, dat:r, and technologv
towards common goals. Cyberinfrastructure leads to increased prodr"rctiviq', breakthrough innovations, and paradigmatic revolutions. Simplisticalll', cyberinfrastruc-

ture is an empowering network of advanced technologies,

metadrrta., and

collaborative individuals and groups.
At the heart of cyberinfrastructure's outcomes of productivitl,, innovation, and
revolution is the notion of "empowerment.l'Empowerment can be interpreted as the
ability to nobilize pe<lple to produce, innovate, and revolutio nize.Tn the influential Blue Ribbons Report, which ied the US National Science Foundation ro eventuallv establish the office of Cvberinfrasrructure in 2005, Atkins and colleagues
(2003) art;culate that cyberinfrastrucrure "should provide an effective ancl efficient
platform for the em.powerment of specific communities of reseirrchers to innr:vate
and eventually revolutionize what they do, how they do it, and who par:ticipates"
(p.5). This vision is ambitious and bold, and reminds us of the initial emersence of

I
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the Internet as an information and communication network for scientists to share

information and collaborate.
Following its public introduction, the Internet has become a political and economic phenomenon where multiple stakeholders u{estle to define what people do,
horv they do it, and who participates. Beyond proposing an integrated and generative definition of c_yberinfrastructure, we intend to discuss the domestic and international influences that shape cyberinfrastructure's emer€lence in tl-re early 21st
century. The second research question we explore is: what are the key political influences shaping its domestic erriergence and development?

Pnoposrruc n MooEr- oF DoMEsnc INFLUENcEs
The emergence, development, and implementation of cyberinfrastructure are primarily a national effort. In this section, we propose a political model of domestic
influences on cyberinfrastnlcture based on three interrelated forces: market, policy', and law, including the differing impact of "soft" laws (i.e., accepted policies or
industry behaviors) and "hard" laws (i.e., as found in legislation) as shown in Figure
1, p.775).We pay particular attention to the issues of digital divides (Hammond,
2002; Ypsilanti & Paitridge,2004) and network neutrality (Wu, 2003) in rhe cor-i-

text ofthe Internet, and access to it and its services, because they have significant
implications for the future market, poliq', and law surrounding cvberinfrastrucftire.
Whilst cyberinfrastructure effectively has no comparator, lessons m..ry be learnt from
the development of the Internet that will benefit the future development of cyberinfrastructure.
Digit"rl technologies have radically changed how people interact, worh iearn,
enga€le politicalll', and spend their free time. As Benlder (2006) considers, "[t]he
change brought about by the networked information environment is deep" (p. 1).
Whilst the development of computers from being a research tool to theirrvide adoption fcrr private use occurred over several decades (Bresnan & Greenstein , 1999), tt
is anticipated that cyberinfrastructure adoption for commercial and private use
will occur more quickly.

Two CnrrcAL lssuEs oF

THE CuRnrNrt

lxreRuer

DigitalDivides
The term "digital divide" has been used by authors to refer to a variety c'f gaps. As
Gunkel (2003) considers, these gaps include those representing the inequaliw in
educational opportunities; the differences of opinions regarding engineering solu-
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tions; and the level of access to new tecirnologies and a person's abiliry to use them.

The digital divides of relevance to this chapter are those comprised of the

eaps

between people who have effective access to and are able to utilize the Internet and
those who do not. These gaps are often defined through the categorization ofusers

by their socioeconomic starus, generation, and educirtion levels. Although digital
divides exist between countries at the globai level, we primarily focus on their
domestic manifestation,
The Internet now enables a wealth of infcrrmation to be available to ali at the
touch of a key. One divide that exists is that not all peopie in al1 cciuntries are abie,
for reasons of government policy or their own lack of means; or in some cases lack
of desire (Crunrp &N{cllroy,2003), to access this information. Given the ubiquity of the Internet and information technologies, there is the risk that these people
will be disadvantaged in the future without the access to digital information for the
education, work, and social activities and enpJagement (Crump & I\4cllroy, 2003).
The ability to access information by itself is but one divide. Another of relevance frir this chapter concerns the distinction between those who are digitally 1iterate and those who are not. However, having the ability to access information is
not the same as being literate, which to an extent involves the ability to communicate with others (Co1e & Lorch, 2003) beyond the abilities to read and write
(Buckingham, 2007). This is an important distinction to draw fbr: digital literacl'.
To be digitally literate, similariy to being literate gener.alll', is more than simp1y being able to access information on the Internet. Utilizing Prensly's (2001) terminologv for the sake of ease of description, whilst appreciating that it is i starting
point and merely representative of broader and more complex issues, we suggest that
"digital immigrants" must quicldy become digitally literate if they are to do more
than mereli' exist in the 21st century. They need to acquire the communication
norms and social rules of cyberspace in order to coexist with the "digital natives"
(Prenslgr, 2001) for whom digital information and cornputer-mediated comrnunication are an integral part of everyday Jife. In other rvords, digital imrnigrants must
learn how to study digitaliy; to read and contribute to blogs effectivell'; to send
t\irr'eets appropriately; to visit virtual worlds competently; and to create and read texts
and emails meaningfuliy.
Prior claims that education will exponentially and significantly improve '"r'ith
tlre introduction of the Internet (Jankowski, 2007) have not in fact been realized.
They rvill not be realized until everyone is able to access it from anlwhere with digital literacy (Tapia, Blodgett, &Jang,2009). Bevond education, the digital divide
also restricts access to vital governmentai services, leading to what sone have
referred to as the "participation divide" (Goldfinch, Gauld, & Herbison, 2009 p.
335). Therefore, the need to boost participation, as identified by La Rose et al
(2007), rises to the top of the policy agenda in a 2Lst century society'. Hor,v is the
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lesson of the digitai divide applicable to tire case of cyberinfrastructure?

The key implication of the current digital divide for cyberinfrastructure is horv
to avoid creating another form of (digital and participation) divide r,r'hile at the same
time ensuring the current one is overcome without sacrificing dre needs of all users
in the current system (Tapia et a1.,2009). In the case ofcyberinfrastructure, literacy involves acquiring the skills and knowledge to remotely access supercomputers
and high-performance computing applications with advanced computer programming techniques and computational thinking, along with the skills to manipulate
large-scale data. Given the special-ized layer of cyberinfrastructure defined earlier,
most digital immigrants and digital natives of the Internet are considered "immigrants" to cyberinfrastructure. As the specialized layer ofcyberinfrastructure conrinues to develop rapidly, a second-degree digital divide is likely to emerge. That is,
the ability and/or means to use cyberinfrastructure, or rather the lack thereof, will
impact not just ordinary users but also sophisticated ones without the necess:rry
means or skilis. A second-degree digital divide will have a detriment.al impact on
the vision of cyberinfrastructure as an effective and efficient piatforrn for the
empowerment ofwhat people do, how they do it, and who participates, beginning
in and with the scientific community. Given this anticipation, appropriate access and
educational poli.cies need to be developed to prepare and speed immigration of a1i
users to cy'berinfrastructure in the 21st century.
Within the United States, an example of such policy building has emerged in
the form of the Broadband Technologies Oppornrnities Program drafted as part r:f
the economic stimulus biii initiated by President Obama (Tapia et al., 2009).
However, as Tapia et al. establish, there are many competing groups for limited
cyberinfrastructure fi.rnds, which may require the creati.on of a twcrfold gover:nment
policy In addition to distributing funds to research and scientific groups for cyberinfrastructure projects, consideration must also be given to increasing the ability of
all individuals to be connected to high-speed broadband Internet. An important
aspect of overcomin65 the digital divide and ensuring widespread and ongoing
access to a network is to ensure that government policy appropriatelv addresses the
issue of network neutrality (Endres, 2A09).

NErwonr NrutRRlrrv
The

of network neutraliry gained serious public attention in the United States
in 2002, about the same time as cyberinfrastructure starte d to gain momentum in
the scientific and research communiry However, nefl,vork neutrality has been debated fbr several 1'ears in the United States, the United Kingdom, Germany, Italy', 2r4
Japan with little to no connection with the parallel cyberinfrastructure development.
issue
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As the issue has progressed, many policymakers and lar,ryers are interested in find-

ing appropriate solutions for nefivork neutrality in the context ofthe Internet.
Although its complexity makes definition difficult (Cave & Crocioni, 2007),
nefivork neutrality can be defined as preventing Internet providers from blocking,
speeding, or slowing web content based on its source, ownership, or destination
(savetheinternet.com,2009). Cur:rently network operators around the worid ensage
in various discriminatory behaviors to control what is being sent over the Internet.
New technologies are able to discriminate between different applications; that is,
Internet carriers will examine the packets (data) sent, see what applications it
cornes from and tier users' access based on that analysis. For example, one way this
discrimination may occur is that a "black box" rnay be installed in the r-retwork as a
packet sniffing technology in order to recognize and decode certain packets ofinterest within nehvork trafflc (Dierickx, 2006) for the purposes of selective deprioritization.A more simplistic description is drat the nefivork operator performs "content
filtering based on the type of data being sent" (l(ariyawasam,2007,p. 101). A iack
of network neutraliry therefore means service providers (wlro are also access
providers) can act to prevent users' access to their competitors' services; or can
work to make that rccess less effective; or can "...create a charging structure based
around protocol usage" (Kariyawasam, 20A7, p. 102).
At the heart of the debate is the "openness" of the Internet for those seeking
1awful access to contents and services. Nework neutraliw simply requires network
operators not to distinp;uish between data packets, whether in the form of a text,
video, chat or any other format, and to push them tfuough their pipel-ines ar the same
speed (Editorial, 2009). Nenvork operators such as telecommunication and cable
companies argue that they shcluld be able to provide preferential treatment to
online cornpanies willing to pay for their data packages to be transferred faster than
others. The profit from such arrangements will ailow telecommunication and cable
cornpanies to further develop advanced {iber-optic networks and increase broadband
access to more users. Moreover, they argue that discrimination is needed to protect
their users against spam and other security *reats, and to insure the qualiry of VOIP
services (Cer{,2006). These arguments constitute the principle of netvvork diversity.

However, there are three arpSuments for network neutraliry and against nefwork
diversity in the form of discriminatory control by network operators. First, nefwork

neutrality prevents anticompetitive practices by cable and telecomrnunications
companies, which enjoy a domination of the market (Berner-Lee,2006). Second,
network neutralirv will help promote Internet innovation, no rnatter holv big or
smail, by allowing everyone to be a creator, speaker, and broadcaster (Balkin,2006).
Third, enforcinp; neutrality ensures the free flow of information and will prerrent the
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evolution of a two-tiered system in rvhich service providers couid iniribit or prioritize the transmission of data based on what is good for their orvn business, not what
is in the users'best interests (Editorial,2009). The network should treat all conte11t,
sites, and platforms equally (Wu, 2003). The lack of netvvork neutrality presents a
serious and real threat to the Intemet and its future "as an open network'(BernerLee,2006).
The open architecture of the Internet allorvs users to publish their r,vork without payment of fees, and withor,rt seeking permission from anyone. This openness
however is chanp;ing with network diversiry that differentiates between packets and
changes the underlying architectural design ofthe Internet.Just as the Internet rests
on foundations ofopenness, most technologv is not developed in isolation as an1'
new technc;logy builds on prior technologies/applications. The sugpiestion therefcrre
is that a completely independent technology is not possible (Naktmura, 2000) as
without the openness of the Internet fcrr sharing, learning, and exiterimentine,
many of the services we currently take for granted would soon cease to exist
(Johnson, 2009) and new services mav never develop in the first piace.
Instead of debating the principles of network neutraliqv or network diversitr',
Zittrain QA}q arg;ues for Jooking at these principles as a "means" in and of thernselves rather than an "end." He challenges common understandings of the architecnrral design of the Internet and focuses on fundamental issues associated u'ith
upholding principles of openness. Lessig and McChesney identiS, some of these key
issues:

X,lost of thc Sreat innovators in the historv of the Intcrnct started out in their gariges with
grcat idcas and littlc capital. This is n<l accident. Netvork neutralitl. protections minirn:izcd

control bv the netvork orvmers, mir-rimized cr:mpetition trnd invited outsiders in to innovate.

Net ncutraliry grrxranteed

a iree and competitrvc market

are extraordinary and undeniablc (.

..

). (Lessig

&

for Interrret content.'l."he bcncfits

N,lcChcsnel', 2006)

This argument for a free and competitive market that fosters innovation can

be

extended to cyberinfrastftlcture. As defined earlier, cyberinfrastructure ideallv envisions an effective and efficient platform for the empowerment of what pe<lple do,

how they do it, and who participates. Currently, cyberinfrzrstmcture operations, suclr
as in the case of Teracrid in the United States, are supported b]. multipie academic supercomputer centers and national research l:rboratories. In the case of the
Enabling Grids for E-sciencE (EGEE) in Europe, it is supported by rnanv super:colrlputef centers acfoss multiple countries. Many of these supercolnputer centers
ar:e supported by goverrrmental funding and cvberinfrastructure is not vet.commerci.alized. Flowever, commercial and corporate involvements in c1'berinfrastnrcture
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development and implementation are increasing. Drawing from the parallel comparison between the Internet and cyberinfrastructure, appropriate funding and
commercial policies need to be developed to ensure an open cyberinfrastmcnu'e platform with minimum or no domination or monopoly by specific supercomputer centers, access operators, or countries.
The choices we make today in connection with how we should run the Internet

networl< are critical for its future and that of cyberinfrastrucrure. Appropriate
to be developed to
issues
reduce and possibly avoid the
of dip;ital divide and network neutralirv b,eing
replicated with the case ofcyberinfrastructure. In order to help g;uide this preventative effcrrt, we propose a political model of how market, policy, and law may re€!ulate the emergence and development of cyberinfrastructure.
access, educational, funding, and comrnercial policies need

A PolrrcAL MoDEL oF DoMEslc

MARKET, PoLtcy, AND LAW

Our examination of market, policy, and law and how they can impact the
cyberinfrastructure begins with

c:ise

of

consideration of three fundamental issues that must
most societies, disputes and conflicts of interests are
a

be kept in mind. Irirst, in
resolved in terms of norms and standards. Ln making any decision, reliance is
placed by the parties invoived on the rules and principles provided by statutes and
precedents (Boulle, 1996). As stated earlier, aithough cyberinfrastructure has no
comparator, lessons frorn the development of the Internet deserve consideration. The
issues of the Internet digital divides and network neutralirl', and how they are dealt
with b.v the market, polic1', and law, wili directly influence how cvberinfrastructure
will be regulated by these. Flowever, how courts interpret and apply the 1aw (which
tends to be focused on their specific jurisdiction only) will also irrfluence c1'berinfrastructure poliry development, as judiciai inte{pretations, and thus precedents will
vary from jurisdiction to jurisdiction.
Second, the preferred method for policy and legislation development is to be
proactive in dealing with an issue before it develops, such as the projected implications of the digital divide and network neutrality on cyberinfrastructure. Horvever,
governments more often than not take a reactive approach to the development of
policy and legislation, doing so in a manner that Beardsley and Farrell (2005 , p. 2)
refer to as "trial and error [by] confusing economic goals with polidcai and social
ones." A reactive approach can, regretfulll,, allow an issue to continue rvell after it
was first identified. A-lso, without a "global legislator" (Ber-rvenisti, 2008), it is ieft
to the separate jurisdictions to determine what appropriate cvberinfrastructure policy is and to develop and implement it through domestic law. This is a concern, as
there is a real risk that there will be inconsistent policy adoption and impiementation which may adverseiy impact upon cyberinfrastructure's firture developments and
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deployments. How various governments perceive their position in deveioping and
creating laws, and determining which entities are to be re.gulated by those lavvs, is
a real concern, as there is a potential for conflict (Burk,2007). In particular, the
potential issues ofthe digital divide and network neutrality for cyberinfrastructure
should be clearly identified and proactively addressed by early policy development
to enable them to be resoh'ed befcrre they become issues in fact.

continual (Gibbs,2000) and these changes affect
both the courts (Cranston, 1986) and the law, in that poliq,, and thereafter the law,
generally develops in response to those changes (Gibbs, 2000). One issue that
requires specific consideration for any cyberinfrastmcture project is in relation to the
ownership, and the right to use any resource created. One solution may be to determine that the resources created would be made available to all by means of oper,
licensing (Fitzgeraid &Pappalardo,2008). Flowever, this is uniikely to be a workable option in practice, due to the interests of funding bodies (David & Spence,
2008). Other legal issues arise with respect to the legai relationships between the
parties; the need for the apportionment of liabiJity for any risks arising from the project: and how this is dealt with by the various domestic larvs, as well as the need to
ensure compliance with antitrust laws (David & Spence, 2003,2008).
A concem is to ensure the ability of policy and laws to easily change and
develop as society does (White,2008). For cyberinfrastructure, this requires ensuring that any law and policy is both i.r:rternationally consistent and al.so technologT
neutral, so as to encompass all future developments ar.rd thus modmize the prospects
of the la'rv's enforcement. This would be difficult to achieve practically but, even if
it was achieved, another challenge arises. As the sociewwithin each jurisdiction is
unique, any changes wrought by one society, which then require implementation intcr
policy and 12q,, ar€ likelv to vary from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. This could lead
to a situation where whilst an activity is currently treated consistently by all jurisdictions, in the funrre, as has occurred with some intellectual property laws
(Middleton, 2008), the same activity could be permitted ir: one jurisdiction but pro-

Third, changes in society

are

hibited in another.
As Unsworth (2008) identifies, cyberinfrastmcfure "...is the infrastrucnrre for
a knowledge economy..." (p. 40) but it is aiso both ".. .a scientific challenge [and]. . .a
social and human challenge ..." (p. a!.'therefore, in order to create appropriate and
durable polig and 1aw for cvberinfrastrucftrre, it is necessary to ensure that policy
is not created in isolation. That is, it must not be created by one jurisdiction only
in isolation from true input from all other jurisdictions; nor created by one interest
group only in isolation from tme input from all stakeholders. Proper ryberinfrastrucrure policy and law development will require a multi-disciplinaryl multiiurisdictional, open, accountable, and cooperative process. Policy development is also

bl,, and

influenced

in turn influences, the operation of the market and the law. We propose

a
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model detailing this relationship
and law drives the market.

as

follows: market drives polic1,, policy drives law;

MarketDrives Policy
The demand fbr apprr:pr.iate infrastructure and policy generally is driven by demand
for the services, although there are exceptions to this observation (such as in the case
of Google or Facebook, where the service itself creates its own market; and in the
case when specialist advice is required after taxation policy and laws have been
changed, therefore the policy itself creates the need for the ser:vice). When there is
a market demand for services, restrictions on consumer choice and thus on network
neutr:ality can arise both by means of technological prevention and/or by means of
contracrual obligation. Policymakers and regulators are therefore required to balance
the benefits technoiogv brings against possible misappropriations to decide how and
if choices should be restricted in order to address what others refer to as "...'High
Tech' competition technology'' (Deplpere, 1995).
I\{oreover, the market is crucial in imposing a simultaneous constraint upon how
an individual might behave in cyberspace through the price they exact (Lessig,
2009). An example of this market mechanism is the price of software constraining
the ability of "netizens" to use it on the Internet and communicate with others.
Lessig (1999) has identified fours modalities of regulating behaviors in c1'berspace:

through lar"v, norms, market, and code (architecrure), or anv combination of them.
On the other hand, public policv is based on consistent principles and supportby
enduring values in the society (CEDA, 2006), but is often influenced b), -ured
ket demands at the same time. In order to incorporate these principles and values,
policy development should involve all relevant parties and follow a clear policy
framework, which is implemented in the market rigoror.rsly and s1'slsmxlicall,v by
means of the adoption of clear and accountable processes (Edwards, 2001, p. 3).
Edwards sug€iests a useful framework adapted fron'r the Bridgman and Davis
model. This adapted poiicy development framework utilizes the following six
stages: issues identification (problem de{inition and articulation), policy analysis
(data/information collection, objectives/questions clarification, and options/propos'als development), consultation, decision, implementation, and evaluation.
Under the influence of the rnarket, the process of policy and legislative implementation can be costly and time consuming (CEDA, 2006) as it ma1, fs necessary'
to revisit earlier polic'y development stages in Edivard'.s (2001) framework before it
is possible to move forward. In addition to the direct influence of the market, the
"...electoral cycle can play a large part in determining what items get on the agenda and whether they are pursued past a certain point" (Edwards, 2001, p. 10). A clear
example of this, and the impact that a change of govemment has on policy', was seen
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in Australia after the 2007 federal election, when significant aspects of the previous coalition government's broadband policy and projects (for example the OPEL
contract) were "discontinued" (Department of Broadband, 2008).
Overall, therefore, the economic market, along with cyclical poiitical influence,
drives policy and therefore altirough, currently, there is a lirnited rnarket for o'berinfrastructure, the economic market will be an influence in the future. We ar€Fe that
the same interrelationship between market and pol-icy will apply in the future in
respect of cyberinfrastructure development and attempts by legislatures to regulate

for it.

Policy Drives Law
The ultimate object of policy is the creation of
is regulated, that is, the creation of law. As

a

norm by which societal behavior

Holland (2006) explains, the objects of

".. . [l]aw are the creation and protection of legal rights," which he defines to be the
"...capacity residing in one man of controlling with the assent and assistance of the
State, the actions of others." (p. 66), Law making is a process that involves a variety of actors, including "...government ministers, and public servants, as r.r'ell as
experts such as academics and others in the community" (Edwards,2001, p. 1). Law
is essentially the ultimate implementation of developed policv into practice.
Furthermore, written law (i.e., that created by the legislature or parliament as
opposed to judge-made law) is not developed in isolation. lt requires tlre inrpetus
of government or society and usually arises from the need to address something that
is "missing" (i.e., not addressed by current law) or an issue has arisen since eristing
laws were written, and not addressed by those laws (Heydon's Case, 1584,p.637).
The law does not exist in a vacuum, and as such, any proper analysis requires that
a law and its underlying policies be examined where, and why', it operates (Murray,
2007). Agood starting point is to ask-what is the purpose of this larv? The policy process therefore commences with an accurate identification of the objectives to
be addressed (Edwards, 2001", p. 2). In this regard, policy drives larv and will do so
for cyberinfrastructure.

Law Drivesthe Market
In return, the law

affects the market as a modality of regrlating cyberspace, by using

taxes to increase or reduce rnarket constraints on certain behaviors and

nctivities.The
market could play an important roie in regulating cyberinfrastructlrre when and
where laws are not comprehensively put in place to regulate it. Initially this may not
appear to be such a problem, as most cyberinfrastructure is funded by governmer:t;
however, learning from the experience of the development of the Interner, after

+
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cyberinfrastructure becomes a public domain (even though this may be many years
at regulation are likely to be highly ineffectual. Furthermore, governments are also concerned with the enforceability of the laws they implement
(Bunneister, 1999; Coughlan, Currie, Kindred, & Scassa, 2006), as without an
effective means of enforcement, any law implemented is arguably not rvorth the
paper it is printed on, is of no use to regulators, and of no comfort to consumers.
However, the influence of the law on the ryberinfrastructure narket is, for the
time being, different from the impact of the law on the Internet market. That is
because cyberinfrastnrcture is a bespoke (mostly fcrr e-science) and artisan (snmetimes for digital humanities) product due to its newness, whereas the Internet is a
commodity product. The Internet became widely diffused because personal computers and home computing suddeniy became much cheaper and therefore more
available to both businesses and consumers and networldng capabiliry was achieved
(Crandall &Jackson,2001). Moreover, there are many service operators and suppliers for Internet access at very cost effective prices. This ease of availability
impacts on network neutrality, as consumers expect and demand a level of access
unreiated to the ISP used. If consumers want to change the commodity used, they
are able to easily change service operators and suppliers.
Conversely cyberinfrastructure is so new and specialized that it is notvet possible to "buy it off the shelf." Cyberinfrastructure is a bespoke/artisan product that
is yet to be commoditized and commercialized, and have its services mass-produced
and as such has not yet reached the networking capability of the Internet. IJow we
approach policy development and 1egal regulation for o'berinfrastrLlctLlre needs tcr
be unde rtaken di-fferendy and, it is suggested, with more forethought and wider consultation. Nonetheless, when everyone is able to easiiy access cl'berinfrastructure
enabled processes such as virtual environments and virtual organizations through
a portal, as defined as a part of cyberinfrastructure'-s general lapS we are likeb' to
witness the commoditization of cyberinfrastructure portals and services in a similar fashion to that ofthe Internet.
For many jurisdictions, digital divides and network neutrality are critical issues
that shed light on the rapid development and future implemenration of cyberinfrastrucftlre as we move into the second decade of the 21st centur.t.. Appropriate and
proactive policies, because they are influenced by market and the law, need to be
developed with forethought and wide consuitation to reduce or prevenr similar
impacts and ensure openness and empowerment. In the meantime, lve must also
consider that any overregulation could restrict (or prevent) creativiry
As depicted in Figure 1-, issues relevant to net\,vork neutrality may be disrupduring
the process oflaw making (as considered earlier) and thus influence the
tive
"shape" of the market. Similady, but this time in respect of market use/adoption,

off) attempts
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issues ofthe digital divides, and whether or not these are appropriately addressed,
will be disruptive by impacti'g on what policies are preferred and thus adopted.

in political control, as considered earlier, may be disruptive by preventing long standing policies from being brousl-rt to fruition.

Fina11y, changes

mme,,s
'

,::;

,

Sisrupt
'{.
I

Iiigurc !.

zr,

polirir:al modcl of operation witl.r modcratinq cvberi'trastructurc

f.acto::s

We have described a political model of cyberinfrastr:ucture implernentation based
on rnarket, policl', and 1aw. It is important to note that where the conduct to be regulated or the product to be protected will have an impact on the international stage,
it aiso requires international collective policy makine. N{oreover, from an inremational perspective herein lies a problem, as although the behar.ior constituting a
breach of 1aw may not fundamentally chanue from ju.risdiction to jurisdiction, each
jurisdiction 1ike1v identifies or describes the same act in a siightly differenr manner,
and consequently legislates in a slightlv different fashion to address it. These international aspects highlight the need to expand the discussion to the international
arena. As such, what are the kev challenges impactinn cyberinfrastructure's international implementationl

'l
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DEscRrerNrc

n Typolocy oF lrurrRruRtroNAL lurlurruces

Cyberinfrastructure is not an isolated nation'al effcrrt. Given its rapid emergence zrnd
steadv development, the vision of an all-encompassing digitai system evolving intcr
an "E-topia" (Mitche1l, 2000) and "global innovation systeni' (schr.eder, 2007b, p.
3) may soon be witnessed internationallli as evidenced bv the fact thar the grid network infrastructure in Europe spans more than 30 countries (Bir-d et al., 20Q9),
l-urther, there is much investment internationaily in cvberinfrastructure. The
US Nationai Science Foundation established the Office of Cyberinfrastrucrure in
2005 (Seidel et

a1., 2009) and the US
€lovernment allocates about $175 million annually to develop and maintain its national cyberinfrastrucrure (Edwards, Jackson,
Bowker, & williams, 2009). The uK's office of science and rechnology i'rplemented a large funding initiative in 2000, and spent about t2T5 rniliion berw,een
2001 and 2006 in a similar eflbrt (Edwards et a1., 2009). The Australian e-infra-

sn'rlcrure investment plan, represented by the Platforms for Collaboratiol capabilitv area, had a notjonal $75 rnillion allocated to it by dre end of2006, 61t of the total
NCzus budget of $542 million (Reid,2007). The vision drivirrg these invesrmenrs
is cyberinfrastructure's potential to improve cutting-edge research and enable global collabor:ations

(fu & Schroecler, 2009).

I{oweveq whilst cyberinfrastructure devel.opment clearly has governmenr support, as identified previously, there is not currently an international poiicy, or an
internaiional regulator, or an internaticnal legislat';re addressing its develcpmcnt.
Clberinfrastructure policv and legal development is therefo e left to rhe individr.ral
jurisdictions to manage by themselves, or preferablv by means of irrternational
treaties and/or cooperation. The power of individual governments to crerte policl,
and laws, and tire processes that they must follov4 will impact upon what is gltimately (able to be) developed.
For example, the Australian fiovernment has the ]rower to make laws for peace,
order, and good government within their jurisdiction (constinrdon, sec. 51), and
its power to legislate, as Gleeson cJ observes, "...includes a power to make laws with
respect to places, persons, matter or things...external to-Australia" (Xyv v Cth,
2005' p. 499). Proposed legislation and subordinate reg:lations are reqgirecl to be
approved by botir the House of Representatives and Austrzrlian Senate before they
become a lau'. The power in the united stares, howe'er, is fo*'d in both the 1egislative congress and the executive branch headed by the president, r,vhich provide
m;rnv of tire same facilities as the Australian
€iovernment. Horvever, these initiatives
are often unde{rned until approved by both the congress and president. Before t}ris
occurs the)/ remain open in their scope, allowins for many of the details regarding
the implementation of the law to be worked out by the state and 1ocal eovernmenrs,
or through €iovernment-run organizational branches such as the National Science
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Foundation or National Telecommunications and Inforrnation Administrarion
(Tapia et a1., 2009). This could lead to uncertainw and inconsistent policl'dcvelopment.
Aside from the issue of the lack of one consistent policy and 1aw, the issue of
how an international c)'berinfrastructure project is to be properli, regulated is ofconcern where actions and actors are located in multiple jurisdictions (Burk,2007), a.nd
any alleged breach of law may occur in one or many of those jurisdictions. For exarnp1e, an Australian court may restrain conduct occurring outside the territorial
boundaries of its jurisdiction; however, whether it does so is a matter of discretion
for the couff (Helicopter Lltilities, 1963; Dunlop Rubber, 1921; Tosier, 1885). In
exercising this discretion, Australian courts must determine whether thev are a
"clearly appropriate" forum (Vcrth, 1990) in which to determine rhe narter. Further,
even if the court determines it is the appropriate forum within which to determine
the matter, it may be that it will not grant au order that the court knows is unenforceable (Macquarie v Berg, 1999). Converselli in the lJnited States, the court must
consider "...whether Congress intended extraterritorial application of the statute
proscribing the alleged conduct" (N4essigian, 2006). Due ro the nature of operation
of the American federal government, any extraterritr:rial actions recluire not only
approval from the presidential seat but also from the congr:essional legislature.
Even then, such actions and decisions ar:e subject fo reviel,v by the federal court, tcl
determine if the actions taken are both within the realm ,:f established common law
as well as supportable under the Constitution, to ensure that any actiol.ls meet not
onlir the founding ideals of the nation but al.so pr:orrote and support cooperative

habitation with other states.

Although it may be difficult to achieve (as identified earlier), harmonization of
policy and la'lvs regarding clberinfrastrucftre may be one means to address anlr i111.rnational issues that arise from inconsistent policy development or legal applic;rtion.
The EU, for example, emlrraces harmonization of laws rhror.rgh Article 5 of the EC
teatywhere, by means of the principle of subsidiariq', the EC is able to adopt measures at a community level where the objective of a regulation cannot be sufficient1y achieved by member States, and where, by reason of the transnational nature of
the ofTence, reguiation can be better achieved at the community 1evel. However, as
can be seen from the European experience, working torvards harmonization of
poiicy and laws can take some time, and is not always successful in practice.l
However, the EU appears to have achieved a 1evel of harrnonization with
regards to cvberinfrastructure. In June 2009, the European Commission, purslrallt
to Article 171 of the EC Treaty which gives the cornmuniry power ro ". . . ser up joint

undertakings or any other structlire necessary for thc effrcient execution of
Community rese;rrch, technolosical development and dernonstration ;rrofrarnmes,"
adopted a specific regulation to enable the establishrnent of a liuropean research

r
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infrastructure consortia (referred to as an EzuC) ("Communiry Lesal Frame$'ork
for a European Research Infrastn-rcture Consortium (ERIC)," 2009). The establishment of this 1egal frarner,r'ork gives us confidence that, with regards to cybcrinfrastnrcture at 1east, many of the international challenges identified earlier can and lvill
be overcome in dre not too distant future.
However, Murray's (2007) observation regarding the impact of any one -*tare's
laws on harmonization generally remains pertinent, in thar "...a distinctive set of
legal principles in any one nation can undermine the effectiveness of lar,r'as a resulatory tool in an international environment . . .." In order for there to be true h:rrmonization of policies internationally and not just'"vithin the trtl all counrries n-rusr
have the same approach to their regulation of the actors and their multi-jurisdic-

tional activities.
The desire for consistent policy ar-rd application nust also be considered in the
light of a recent observation by Benvenisti (2008) that some governnlents are
increasingly "...consciously try[ing] to disengage from traditional law," in that they
prefer informal n'reans of commitment as opposed to establishing formal ;nternational organizations and treaties. Ilinally, others negatively (but perhaps realisdcally) view internationalizttton as an "...Americanization of the law . . ." (lVlichaels &
Jansen, 2007). We are not taking a position on this matter but raise it simply as an
observatiorr from the literafure. Essentiaily, we present a tens;on between h*rmonization and confornrity at the international policl,2ysnx lvithout advocating for a
preference. It is simply an inherent tension that needs to be mar.raged appropriate1-v.

Additionally, despite much enthusiasm, cyberinfiastructure projects f:ace international challenges, lvhich a::e compounded in irnplernentation by nationirl specific issues, and common project challenges which are compounded in pr:actice by
project specilic issues. We present a q?ology of chailenses based on these tlrree gcneral categories rvith eight specific examples. A breakdown of each of tirese chalienges
can bc found in Table 2.

Table 2: A typology of cyberinfrastructure challenges at several levels
Intern ntional challenser
I"ack slstandnrd

imnlcmcntation nolir:v
Counrn'-bur.ed didlt storilSe
loc*tion ii.rr an intcrnatinnal
nrsricct

Tcehnolngical divusi4'
*cross parricipating ctrunries

National challenscs
l*ilational firndin g lirr
inrcrnation*l nroiecrs

N:rtionll *ecurini *tlncrrn$

Cnmmon nrninct challenres
l"nck nfscienti6c
commruiicuti+s prae.fices
Incorupttiblc prrcriccs ibr

intsrnal knrrrvlcdgc
nrana{aemrnf

IV-lultitlisu\riinary
backgrnund,s
rcxetrghcrs

ofrhc

I
I
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lrureRrunrrorunl CHnllENcEs
The first international challenge involves working lvith technological diversiry and
choices tirat must be determined before cyberinfrastructure projects go fonvard.
International cyberinfrastructure projects can be adversely impacted by differences
in the speed and data carrying capacity of national communication backbones, which
vary greatiy from one nation to another'-even in countries that share a border
(Olson et a1.,2008; Petraziln\ & Kibati, 1999). Software used also often varies €ireatly between one country and another, as lvell as the hardware that is available to run
current or developed cyberinfrastructure (Ackerman, Hofeq & Hanisch, 2008;
Cyberinfrastructure Research tskforce, 2005). Internati.onal projects can be further complicated by the requirements set by national ffovernnents regarding the
types of software that must be used in their research labs and governmental agencies. For example, Venezuela has an orientation towards open source softwiire
(Maldonado &Tapia, 2007).
The second challenge for intemationai projects arises from the difficulties surrounding data storage for data produced or coll.ected during an i.nternational scientific project (Arzberger et a1.,2004). Currentiy, data in such projects is often stored
on the site that has the faster connection or largest data storage capacity (I"iofer,
McKee, Birnholtz, &Avery 2008).This arangement creates a bias in favor of more
developed nations whert collatrorations span very diverse cor.rntries, as it allolvs
more developed nations to dictate how the data is stored, the times and nrethods
througir which it may be accessed, and generallv privileges those countries in terms
of travel and accessibii-ity benefits.
The third challenge to international implementation is the lack of a standard
implementation policl'. There are many cvberinfrastructure projects spanning
national borders that need to workwith the continuing struggle of setting policies
about how the project is coordinated, how credit and work are distribrited, hor,r'risk
is managed, how results are owned/shared, and how intemational and national regulations are handled. Often, each project is responsible for ansrvering these questions for itself. Currently there are no set international poiicies regarding
collaboration on a multinational project that engages with cyberinfrastrucrure
(Lynch,2008). However, while these policies do not crirrently exist, there are international initiatives, many arising from collaborations like the Large Hadron Collider
(LHC), regarding the creation of sr.rch a policy. Two things that man1, of the participants in these primordiai international poiicies seek to address are the issues of
the digital divides and net neutraiiw that were raised euiier in this chapter (Lynch,
2008).
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NRrroruel Cunlleruces
The fourtir overaLll and first national specific chiLllenge is imposed by nationai security concerns and the resulting increased costs to address the various concerns. For
example, cyberinfrastructure project data often requires particular devices and soflware that are not accessible in areas outside of a single nation.Tiansportation of
agents from one iocation to another can incur additional costs to an international
pr<tject. In many cases, negotiations between the different agencies and governments
involved in the project tnust be opened to discuss issues ofvisas and national security issues (Arzberger et al., 2004). In some cases, workarounds to this problem have
been ftrund through the further implementation or careful expansion of the current
cyberinfrastructure, t<; a11ow for greater remore access to equiprnent and data
(Ackerman et ai.,2008; Myer,2008; olson et a1.,2008). However, this workaround
arrangement is not yet standard in international c1'berinfrastructure projects.
The fifth challenge involves the funding arrangemenr adopted. International
projects are often collaborations which draw their funding frorn var:ious political
entities such as the United Nations, countries like the United States or France, and

multinationai governments such as the European union (Borgman, wallis,
Mayemik, & Pepe, 2007). Each of these enrities wish to gairr son'rethi'g from the
resuits of the research, as weil as position itself well in the internatinnal commulitv as centers of science and research (Borgn'ran et a1.,2007; I-Ioibr et al., 2008). This
can put further pressures on international cyberinfrastructure projects as tirey
attempt to include the entities'funding reouirements in the goals and basis of the
research project (Cyberinfrastnrcture Research Taskforce, 2005). This corild result
in any number of changes and can cause some project decisions (such as what soft1,vare to trse, how and where to store data, where research centers are located, and
how time at the centers is divided), to become polirical decisions of national and
international signilicance.
Although these five challenges inrrolving technolosical chnices, dara storage,
national securiry and funding arrangement are particularly salient in national cyberinfrastmcftre projects where projects are influence d bi' ths participants' desires, similar issues may also arise at the international level, as these profects are influenced
bv the participants' home jurisdictions' desires. In other rvords, sr-rch dvnamics
manifest thernselves in most national and international cr,'berinfrastfl.rcture projects,

although thev appear magnified ar the inrernarional

1eve1.

The effects of

these

challenges are further compounded by the three common project challenges in our
third catesorv.
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Corrruott PRotecr CHRllrrucEs
The sixth challenge overall and first common project challenge is related to scien-

tific communication practices, such as the setting of standards for communication,
interaction, and documentation in international cyberinfrastructule projects.
Scientific research €iroups often impror4se standards for routine communication.
However, these standards must be negotiated between the different members lrnd
power structures that exist ifr distant teams (Lee &Tibbo,2007). A common
problem cited by such prcrject members is the passing of data and papers from one
team memtrer to another. Currently, teams have a wide variety of technologies to
choose from, such as collcurrent versions system (CVS), email, files, and file servers'
to name just a fer.l'. Who is allowed to access and work on data, or publish from particular subsets of data must also be discussed to avoid complications (Lee &Tibbo,

2007).This can often be another downfall of data within Projects being centraliy
located at one team's site, estabiishing thenr as gatekeepers who catr determine what
projects or information should be handed out or published, and which men.rbers of
the team should be aliowed to do so (Irry & Schroeder,2009).
The seventh challenge involves internal knowledge management' The nature
of many international c1'berinfrastructure projects also elevates the need fcrr com-

patible documentation policies and technol.ogies, that is, interoperability of systems
and processes. Since these projects can often span for many years, nruch longer than
graduate student, research assistant, Or even investigator nlay stay at an ofgantzatron,documentatiou makes it possible for the knorvledge, process, and policies
established during the course ofthe project to be transferred fiom one researcher
a single

to another as the working staff of the project changes. However, international dif-

ferences can

often make the keeping of such documentation difficult

(Cy'berinfrastructure Research Taskforce, 200,5). Preferences for the t1pe of document technologv used (text files, data repositories, videos, lab notes, etc.), as rveil
as cultural idiosyncrasies (beyond the scope of this chapter to consider), can often
render this valuable information difficult to access or understand (due to variances
in dates, times, measurements, wirat inforrnation is recorded' etc') (Lynch, 2008)'
The eighth challenge arises in respect to the backg;ror.rnd of the researchers
involved. N4any CI projects are composed of researchers from diff-erent areas and
disciplines of research (Lynch,2008).This can frrrther complicate existing tensions
s'ithin international teams, as €iroups within the project vie to establish their interdominant among the research goals. A classic example given by X4yer (2008)
is the competition between computer scientists wishing to study the development
of the CI programs used in the Pacific Northwest National Laboratorl, and the
phvsicists who rvere using the CI to study enelg)'. The tension that arises in such
ests as

I
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groups often exists because each group is invested in the project for a specific set
of goals. In Myer's example, the computer scientists were most invested in pushing
the boundaries of advanced remote presence and collaboration technology and
software, while the physicists wished for an established and reliable set of toois whiclr
they could then use to fcrcus on their own goals of srudying energ'y consumption ?rnd
usage.
E,ach project faces a number of unique difficulties that arise out of the combination of nation'al contex-ts, institutions, researchers, and goals that make up drat particular prc{ect. Table 2 summarizes some of the most cornmon c}rallenges fhced by
international cyberinfrastrucftrre projects.
While many of tl-rese issues must be addressed on a one-by-one basis, tl-re
establishment of international standards and policies fcrr collaboration on lzu'ge-sca1e
scientific research and the creation ofcyberinfrastructure that specifically addresses these issues would ease the process of establishinu a project fcrr n-rany future
efforts.

Corrrcr-usroN AND ltvrpr-rcRnorus
As set out in the beginning of this chapter, the time is r\re to explore thr:ee inrerreiated research questions: What is cyber:infrastrucfttre; what are they key policy
influences shaping its domestic emergence and developrner.rt; and what are rhe key
challenges impacting its international implementation? We provided some prelirn-

inrn'answers to these i.mportant questions.

What ls Cyberinfrastructure?
Cyberinfrastructure is data-intensive, computationallv powerful, large-scale, distributed, hierarchical, interoperable, and with second-order grorvth over tinre. It consists of specialized and general hardware, high-performance computing appiications
and information and communication technologies, and human and nonhuman
a€ients, all ofwhich interact and are connected through multi-dimensional netu'orks.
This platform facilitates technologically generatedvirtual environments and social
ly generated virtual organizations that orient people, data, and technologv towards
colnmon goals. Cyberinfrastructure leads to increased productivitl', breakthror-rg;h

innovations, and paradigrnatic revolutions. In short, cyberinfiastrucrure is lrr
empowering nefwork of advanced technologies, metadata, and coliaborative peo*
p1e and €Jroups.

t
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What Are the Key Political Influences Shaping Cyberinfrastructure's
Domestic Emergence and Development?
The politicai process through which domestic policies are made is complex. We propose a cvclical model to describe how the market drives poiicy; how pr:1icy drives
1aw; and how law drives the market in returrr. This model helps us understand the
keir domestic influences shaping cl6erinfrastructure emergence and development,
especially with regard to the issues of the digital divides and network neutraliry
In the case ofcyberirrfrastructure, the digital divides present the tensicrn between
the wish to advance technology on the edge without creating another Jayer of
access and participation division. Network neutrality reveals a further tension

between the need to build more advanced and secure infrastructure withnrit Limiting creativity and innovation. Both issues have critical implicatior:s for ctberinfr:astructure's vision of empowering what people do, how they dr: it, and wl.ro
participates. Based on observations and lessons learr:red from the case of the ltrternet,
we suggest eariy and proactive policies in the area of access, education, fi.rnding, and
commercialization, to reduce and possibly avoid the effects of the digital divides and

network neutrality in the case ofcyberinfrastructure.

What Are the Key Barriers lmpacting lts nternational lmplementation?
I

We describe a typology of international challenges based on three categories: inter*
national specific challenges, nationally based challenE;es, and cornmon project ch'ailenges. IGy challenges include technoiogical diversity and choices; international data
storage decisions; lack of standard implementation policy; national security concerns;
and funding arrangements. These challenges are amplified by three common project challenges: inconsistent scientific communication practices, incompatibie interna1 knowledge management strategies, and diverging disciplinary interests. These
challenges collectively point to the fundamental cl-rallerrge of a lack of inte rnational standard policy to guide cyberinfrastructure pr:ojects irt the globirl scale. In practice, there is no "global legislator" in the wodd. International cyberinfrtstructure
projects will have to balance the tensions of harmonization and conformation with
the domestic law of big and small countries.

Furune RrsenRcn
As we look into the future of cyberinfrastructure, there are nine key ftrcal points lve
believe would advance our understanding of this important development. First,
research could document c1'berinfrastructure emergence, investigating which social,

r
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econonical, political, and technological forces collectivel1, led to tl-re emergcnce of
cyberinfrastructure in the early 2Lst century. Second, research could explore the
design of cvberinfrastrructure, especially the co-production between scientists as users
and computational technologists as developers, as the1, co-design different pieccs
of cyberinfrastructure together. Third and similar to design-focused research, we
could also pursue the process of development, especiallywith regards to the organization ofcitberinfrastructure projects and related socio-technical dimensio's of
development, as they involr'e stakeholders such as funding agencies, supercomput*
er centers, policy institutions, and commercial vendors, in addition to users and
developers.

Fourth, the process of adoption at both the individual and orsanization.al ier'els deserves critical attention, as an infrastructure without individual and organiza-

tional users would be a major problem. Fifth, and in the beginning stage of adoption,
research could track how cyberinfrastructure is used to support irnplementation a-t
the micro ievel, such as distributed collaborations among teams of scientists and
users. As the number of users grows and distributed collaborations begin to over1ap, research could address the si-xth fbcal point of virtual organizing and/or: virtua1

organizations at the nacro level of deployment.

Seventh., future research could also track the impacts of cyberinflastructure
adoptiorr and implementation on individuals. groups, organiz.atiorrs, commuritics.
societies, and the world. In the next fbwvears, as the concept o1'cyberinfrastructure

continues to emerge, the eighth fbcal point suggests exploration of the roles of-supercomputef centers as sefvice prc,viders, infrastructure operators, and access regulators in open science, similar to the roles of Internet Service Pr:oviders (ISPs) in the
case of the Internet and the information world. Ninth, and finaLlliwhen access t<>
cyberinfrastr:ucture becomes possible thr:ough commercial portals and cyberinfr:astructure's fi.rnding mechanisms go be,vond primarily gorrernmental investmenrs,

future research could inrrestigate the commerciaiization of cyberinfrastructure services as a public commodity beyond being a bespoke/artisan product.
Predicting the future of c,vberinfrastructure and related research is problernatic, as is most IT predictions, particularly in view of the specific and common challenges lve have identified. Cyberinfrastructure is a complex and constantiy
developing phenolnenon. Fufure researchers need to take into consideration the historical, political, and cultural context in whidr it has and is developing. What is clcar,
however, is that the future of cyberinfrastructure will be more certain if nations and
disciplines r.vork together to achieve it, as this multi-national, multi-disciplinani and
multi-time zone team have worked together to write this chapter.
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